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fungi are eukaryotic microorganisms that include both unicellular and multicellular
species they have a worldwide distribution and a wide range of applications in
diverse sectors from environmental food and medicine to biotechnological
innovations fungal biochemical genetics involves the study of the relationships
between genome proteome and metabolome and the underlying molecular
processes in both native and bioengineered fungi this book provides a valuable
resource on the challenges and potential of fungal biotechnology and related
bioengineering and functional diversity for various industrial applications in the
food environmental bioenergy and biorefining and the biopharma sectors in
comparison to previous and related publications in the area of applied myco
biotech engineering this book bridges a knowledge gap in the areas related to
prospects and investment as well as intellectual and technical issues this book also
provides information on recent commercial and economic interests in the area by
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juxtaposing the developments achieved in recent worldwide research and its many
challenges this book presents an overview of the latest advances and developments
in plant biotechnology the respective chapters explore emerging areas of plant
biotechnology such as rnai technology fermentation technology genetic
engineering nanoparticles and their applications climate resilient crops bio films
bio plastic bio remediation flavonoids antioxidants etc all chapters were written by
respected experts and address the latest developments in plant biotechnology that
are of industrial importance especially with regard to crop yields and post harvest
strategies as such the book offers a valuable guide for students educators and
researchers in all disciplines of the life sciences agricultural sciences medicine and
biotechnology at universities research institutions and biotechnology companies
advances in carbohydrate chemistry and biochemistry part of a long running serial
that began in 1945 provides critical and informative articles written by research
specialists that integrate the industrial analytical and technological aspects of
biochemistry organic chemistry and instrumentation methodology in the study of
carbohydrates each article provides a definitive interpretation of the current status
and future trends in carbohydrate chemistry and biochemistry features
contributions from leading authorities and industry experts who specialize in
carbohydrate chemistry biochemistry and research integrates the industrial
analytical and technological aspects of biochemistry organic chemistry and
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instrumentation methodology in the study of carbohydrates informs and updates
on all the latest developments in the field contributions from 80 world renowned
authorities representing a broad international background lend fungal
biotechnology in agricultural food and environmental applicationsfirst class
information on the biotechnological potential of entomopathogenic fungi and ergot
alkaloids applications of trichoderma in disease control and the development of
mycoherbicides additional topics include fungal control of nematodes control of
plant disease by arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi strategies for controlling vegetable
and fruit crops molecular biology tactics with mycotoxigenic fungi and the
development of biofungicides production of edible fungi fermented foods and high
value products like mycoprotein biocontrol and secondary metabolites applications
and immunization for plant growth and protection covers established and updated
research on emerging trends in plant defense signaling in and during stress phases
other topics cover growth at interface as a sustainable way of life and the context
of human welfare and conservation of fungi as a group of organisms further the
book explores induced systemic resistance using biocontrol agents and or
secondary metabolites as a milestone for sustainable agricultural production thus
providing opportunities for the minimization or elimination of the use of fungicides
presents an overview on mechanisms by which plants protect themselves against
herbivory and pathogenic microbes identifies the use of immunization as a popular
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and effective alternative to chemical pesticides explores how these fungi help crop
plants in better uptake of soil nutrients increase soil fertility produce growth
promoting substances and secrete metabolites that act as bio pesticides this book
presents advanced expression technologies for the production of protein
complexes since complexes lie at the heart of modern biology the expression
purification and characterization of large amounts of high quality protein
complexes is crucial for the fields of biomedicine biotechnology and structural
biology from co expression in e coli yeast mammalian and insect cells to complex
reconstitution from individual subunits this book offers useful insights and
guidance for successful protein expressionists across several sections readers will
discover existing opportunities for the production of protein complexes in bacterial
systems including membrane proteins and cell free co expression methylotrophic
and non methylotrophic yeasts protozoa leishmania terantolae and dictyostelium
discoideum baculovirus infected insect cells mammalian cells plants and algae
complex reconstitution from individually purified subunits or subcomplexes is
discussed as a complementary strategy a last section introduces briefly some of
the biophysical and structural characterization techniques for macromolecular
complexes using state of the art solution scattering and nuclear magnetic
resonance this work is a guided tour over some of the most powerful and
successful protein expression technologies with a focus on co expression and high
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throughput applications it is addressed to everyone interested in the production
and characterization of macromolecular complexes from university students who
want an accessible description of the major co expression systems to researchers
in biomedicine and the life sciences seeking for an up to date survey of available
technologies new and future developments in microbial biotechnology and
bioengineering microbes in soil crop and environmental sustainability reviews the
exploitation of microbial biodiversity in soil with respect to nutrient use efficiency
also discussing the improvement and maintenance of certain physical and chemical
conditions in soil that can provide economic and environmental benefits toward
agricultural sustainability the utilization of microbes ranges from applications in
biotechnology marginal land restoration the formulation of microbial inoculants
the enhancement of crop productivity and the mitigation of global warming gases
finally various uses for microbial resources in crop disease management bioenergy
production and income based on microbial cultivation are explored highlights the
developments and achievements of microbial resources and their role in the
sustainable management of soil fertility and agriculture productivity outlines the
role of microbial resource and biotechnology in sustainability to industry
agriculture forest and management of environment provides up to date information
on the application of microbial resources and the role of biotechnology to meet the
ever increasing demand of food soil and plant productivity management outlines
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enhancement in productivity through interventions of microbial bio agents and eco
friendly technology with the advent of recombinant dna technology expressing
heterologous proteins in microorganisms rapidly became the method of choice for
their production at laboratory and industrial scale bacteria yeasts and other hosts
can be grown to high biomass levels efficiently and inexpensively obtaining high
yields of recombinant proteins from this material was only feasible thanks to
constant research on microbial genetics and physiology that led to novel strains
plasmids and cultivation strategies despite the spectacular expansion of the field
there is still much room for progress improving the levels of expression and the
solubility of a recombinant protein can be quite challenging accumulation of the
product in the cell can lead to stress responses which affect cell growth buildup of
insoluble and biologically inactive aggregates inclusion bodies lowers the yield of
production this is particularly true for obtaining membrane proteins or high
molecular weight and multi domain proteins also obtaining eukaryotic proteins in a
prokaryotic background for example plant or animal proteins in bacteria results in
a product that lack post translational modifications often required for functionality
changing to a eukaryotic host yeasts or filamentous fungi may not be a proper
solution since the pattern of sugar modifications is different than in higher
eukaryotes still many advances in the last couple of decades have provided to
researchers a wide variety of strategies to maximize the production of their
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recombinant protein of choice everything starts with the careful selection of the
host be it bacteria or yeast a broad list of strains is available for overcoming codon
use bias incorrect disulfide bond formation protein toxicity and lack of post
translational modifications also a huge catalog of plasmids allows choosing for
different fusion partners for improving solubility protein secretion chaperone co
expression antibiotic resistance and promoter strength next controlling culture
conditions like temperature inducer and media composition can bolster
recombinant protein production with this research topic we aim to provide an
encyclopedic account of the existing approaches to the expression of recombinant
proteins in microorganisms highlight recent discoveries and analyze the future
prospects of this exciting and ever growing field investigations on various aspects
of plant pathogen interactions have the ultimate aim of providing information that
may be useful for the development of effective crop disease management systems
molecular techniques have accelerated the formulation of short and long term
strategies of disease management exclusion and eradication of plant pathogens by
rapid and precise detection and identification of microbial pathogens in
symptomatic and asymptomatic plants and planting materials by employing
molecular methods has been practiced extensively by quarantines and certification
programs with a decisive advantage identification of sources of resistance genes
cloning and characterization of desired resistance genes and incorporation of
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resistance gene s into cultivars and transformation of plants with selected gene s
have been successfully performed by applying appropriate molecular techniques
induction of resistance in susceptible cultivars by using biotic and abiotic inducers
of resistance is a practical proposition for several crops whose resistance levels
could not be improved by breeding or transformation procedures the risks of
emergence of pathogen strains less sensitive or resistant to chemicals have been
reduced appreciably by rapid identification of resistant strains and monitoring the
occurrence of such strains in different geographical locations with contributions
from more than 30 internationally renowned experts this book combines coverage
of theory with coverage of global practices highlighting the day to day challenges
of organic crop management for cost effective real world application the book
explores the biological control of diseases in 12 major crops it focuses on the use
of host plant resistance through transgenics and induced systemic resistance as a
part of biological control topics covered include the role of biocontrol agents for
signalling resistance effective ecofriendly alternative to combat bacterial fungal
and viral infestation and transgenic crops in disease management this volume
provides an enlightening and pragmatic approach to preserving biological diversity
by gathering a wide range of peer reviewed scientific content from biodiversity
researchers and conservators from around the world it brings comprehensive
knowledge and information on the present status of conservation of biological
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diversity including floral faunal and microbial diversity a detailed account of recent
trends in conservation and applications under changing climate conditions
focusing mainly on agriculturally and industrially important microbes and their
sustainable utilization is presented as well over the past five decades extensive
research work has been done on many aspects of biodiversity conservation and
sustainable utilization of biological resources this book examines this crucial issue
chapters discuss biodiversity concepts benefits and values for economic and
sustainable development explores applications and strategies for biodiversity
preservation and considers the role of biodiversity conservation in public
awareness services and cultural significance the volume also examines the process
of evolution and the future of biodiversity in conjunction with climate change
factors with special reference to infectious diseases organic crop production is the
science and art of growing field crops fruits vegetables and flowers by adopting
the essential principles of organic agriculture in soil building and conservation
pest management and heirloom variety conservation this book provides detailed
insights into organic farming in agriculture biological efficacy in the management
of plant diseases organic nutrient management socio economic dimensions of
adoption of conservation practices nonchemical weed control plant growth
promoting fungi for phytostimulation nanotechnological approaches and finally
vermicomposting the book primarily focuses on research and development based
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organic agriculture and horticulture production technologies and has attempted to
abridge information on organic crop production of the major food grain crops the
book also contains comprehensive information on the various related dimensions of
organic crop production the handbook of fungal biotechnology offers the newest
developments from the frontiers of fungal biochemical and molecular processes
and industrial and semi industrial applications of fungi this second edition
highlights the need for the integration of a number of scientific disciplines and
technologies in modern fungal biotechnology and reigns as from the author s
preface this book is focused on the structure and function relationships of the four
major hydrolytic enzymes cellulases cellobiohydrolases b glucosidases and
xylanases as it relates to their mechanism of action it should be of interest to
biotechnologists and industrial researchers interested in manipulating these
enzymes to their full potential as catalysts for various current and new applications
it begins with an overview of the nature of cellulose and heteroxylan followed by a
description of the enzymes involved in its hydrolysis their general structure
characteristics and classification chapter 3 discusses how these various enzymes
are integrated and associated for the efficient solubilization of cellulose and
heteroxylan this includes a review of the literature concerning the cellulosomes
and other cellulolytic complexes the chapter on production and purification
provides an overview of this subject matter these first four chapters thus set the
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stage for the more comprehensive discussion of the mechanism of action of each of
the primary hydrolases which follows t he data pertaining to the catalytic
mechanism of both the retaining and inverting forms of these enzymes since such
studies were initiated on cellulases in 1954 is reviewed in chapter 5 the book
concludes with an overview of the mode of action of the enzymes and a discussion
citing a few examples of how the modern methods of molecular biology
enzymology and x ray crystallography are being used to manipulate selected
enzymes for a variety of biotechnological and industrial purposes the information
in this new book will be of value to scientists and researchers working in the areas
of biochemistry botany crop science ecology microbiology and mycology in
addition to those in the forestry and forest product industries this book provides
comprehensive coverage on current trends in marine omics of various relevant
topics such as genomics lipidomics proteomics foodomics transcriptomics
metabolomics nutrigenomics pharmacogenomics and toxicogenomics as related to
and applied to marine biotechnology molecular biology marine biology marine
microbiology environmental biotechnology environmental science aquaculture
pharmaceutical science and bioprocess engineering microbial mitigation of stress
responses of food legumes provides knowledge on the impact of abiotic and biotic
stress on the agriculture of grain legumes especially pulses and it critically reviews
the cutting edge research in exploring plant microbe interactions to mitigate the
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stress it helps in understanding the fundamentals of microbial mediated
management of abiotic and biotic stress in grain legumes salient features
describes the usefulness of microbiome of plant insects for enhancing the
production of grain legumes focuses on recent advances in microbial methods for
mitigating the stress and their application in sustainability of legume production
provides a unique collection of microbial data for the improvement of legume
productivity details microbial metabolites at the gene and molecule levels for plant
stress management the reader will get all essential and updated information on
various stress factors crop responses and microbial mediated stress management
for better food legume production ten articles provide an overview of the recently
flowering research into the genetics and molecular biology of fungus species that
are economically significant in industry the contributors from a variety of
disciplines report on work in such areas as industrial enzymes antibiotics toxins
heter the book illustrates the use of putative microbial agents which provide good
protection to the plant from biotic pathogens attack an up to date knowledge on
plant microbiome interaction strategies in terms of improved sustainability has
been discussed information from experts across the globe on the application of
microbes for providing amicable solution in sustainable agriculture has been
gathered in addition information related to microbes mediated resistance levels
leading to enhanced plant health has been well presented the chapters have
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emphasised the use of plant growth promoting rhizobacteria pgpr and other
potential biocontrol agents antagonists in the management of plant diseases which
provide extensive information to the readers literature on microbial root
colonization plant growth promotions and also on the protection of plants from
attack of various soil borne pathogens have been presented in a coherent way
information on the application of potential strain of the bio control fungi
endophytes actinomycetes strengthening the plants ability which rescue the plant
from pathogens attack leading to improved plant health has also been underpinned
this book is intended to provide both students and researchers with a broad
background to some of the fastest developing areas in current applied mycology a
range of contributions are given to highlight the diverse nature of current applied
mycology research the opening chapter of this volume provides some examples of
how mycology is often neglected and presents a case for considering mycology as a
megascience the subsequent chapters have been loosely grouped into four sections
in order to reflect the wider customers or context of the particular mycological
areas or activities in each section contributions that show either new applications
or developments of well established technology or novel research into new
technology or environments are included the section on environment agriculture
and forestry is represented by contributions that illustrate novel fungal
associations or new aspects of well known interactions the section on foods and
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medicine reflects the long history of applied mycology in the manufacture of
alcoholic beverages with two chapters devoted to beer production and winery
spoilage issues chapters in the section on biotechnology and emerging science
reflect some of the current interests in fungal enzymes and their importance in
broader environmental processes and applications xylanolytic enzymes describes
the enzyme structure and its interaction with plant cell walls the properties and
production of different enzymes and their application and the knowledge gathered
on the hydrolysis mechanism of hemicellulose the knowledge gathered about the
hydrolysis mechanism of the hemicelluloses especially xylans has greatly promoted
the rapid application of these enzymes in new areas recently there has been much
industrial interest in xylan and its hydrolytic enzymatic complex as a supplement
and for the manufacturing of food drinks textiles pulps and paper and ethanol and
in xylitol production as a fermentation substrate for the production of enzymes this
book describes xylan as a major component of plant hemicelluloses presents a
thorough overview of all aspects of xylanolytic enzymes gives up to date
authoritative information and cites pertinent research includes studies on xylanase
regulation and synergistic action between multiple forms of xylanase cellulase is a
key enzyme of industrial interest and plays a crucial role in the hydrolysis of
cellulose a prime component of plant cell walls cellulase covers a broad area in the
global market of industrially important enzymes and it is considered as the third
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largest industrial enzyme globally additionally cellulase contributes about 20 of the
total enzyme market globally because of its massive demand in various industries
such as in biofuel production pulp paper textile food and beverages as well as in
detergent industries among these the demand of cellulase may become frequently
selected in the commercial production of biofuels in the future and thus will
further increase demand of cellulase in the biofuel industry because biofuel
production is still not realized in a cost effective practical implementation due to
its high cost the higher cost of biofuels is due to higher production costs of
enzymes there is a need to introduce these types of approaches which will help to
lower the cost of enzyme production for developing overall economic biofuel
production current status and future scope of microbial cellulases not only
explores the present and future of cellulase production it also compares solid state
fermentation ssf and submerged fermentation smf for cellulase production
chapters explore bioprocess engineering metabolic engineering and genetic
engineering approaches for enhanced cellulase production including the
application of cellulase for biofuel production this important resource presents
current technical status and the future direction of advances in cellulase
production including application of cellulases in different sectors covers the
present industrial scenarios and future prospect of cellulase production describes
the molecular structure of cellulase explores genetic engineering metabolic
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engineering and other approaches for improved cellulase production includes
different applications of cellulases including their application in the bioenergy
sector white biotechnology is industrial biotechnology dealing with various biotech
products through applications of microbes the main application of white
biotechnology is commercial production of various useful organic substances such
as acetic acid citric acid acetone glycerine etc and antibiotics like penicillin
streptomycin mitomycin etc and value added product through the use of
microorganisms especially fungi and bacteria the value added products included
bioactive compounds secondary metabolites pigments and industrially important
enzymes for potential applications in agriculture pharmaceuticals medicine and
allied sectors for human welfare in the 21st century techniques were developed to
harness fungi to protect human health through antibiotics antimicrobial
immunosuppressive agents value added products etc which led to industrial scale
production of enzymes alkaloids detergents acids biosurfactants the first large
scale industrial applications of modern biotechnology have been made in the areas
of food and animal feed production agricultural green biotechnology and
pharmaceuticals medical red biotechnology in contrast the production of bio active
compounds through fermentation or enzymatic conversion is known industrial or
white biotechnology the beneficial fungal strains may play important role in
agriculture industry and the medical sectors the beneficial fungi play a
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significance role in plant growth promotion and soil fertility using both direct
solubilization of phosphorus potassium and zinc production of indole acetic acid
gibberellic acid cytokinin and siderophores and indirect production of hydrolytic
enzymes siderophores ammonia hydrogen cyanides and antibiotics mechanisms of
plant growth promotion for sustainable agriculture the fungal strains and their
products enzymes bio active compounds and secondary metabolites are very useful
for industry the discovery of antibiotics is a milestone in the development of white
biotechnology since then white biotechnology has steadily developed and now
plays a key role in several industrial sectors providing both high valued
nutraceuticals and pharmaceutical products the fungal strains and bio active
compounds also play important role in the environmental cleaning this volume
covers the latest research developments related to value added products in white
biotechnology through fungi provides in depth coverage of lectins and their
interactions with micro organisms and demonstrates how lectins function as
probes for viral bacterial fungal and protozoal surfaces as well as for blood group
antigens this book presents a detailed account of different enzymes including
pectinolytic and amylolytic systems invertases cellulases and hemicellulases
pectinases proteases laccases phytases alpha glucuronidases mannanases lipases
produced by different fungi it also deals with many applications including the
transesterification and biodiesel production the text incorporates different
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approaches to diverse enzyme systems for a better understanding of the substrates
involved in catalysis as well as different processes of enzyme production
purification processes gene and metabolic regulations and engineering of enzymes
current developments in biotechnology and bioengineering production isolation
and purification of industrial products provides extensive coverage of new
developments state of the art technologies and potential future trends focusing on
industrial biotechnology and bioengineering practices for the production of
industrial products such as enzymes organic acids biopolymers and biosurfactants
and the processes for isolating and purifying them from a production medium
during the last few years the tools of molecular biology and genetic and metabolic
engineering have rendered tremendous improvements in the production of
industrial products by fermentation structured by industrial product classifications
this book provides an overview of the current practice status and future potential
for the production of these agents along with reviews of the industrial scenario
relating to their production provides information on industrial bioprocesses for the
production of microbial products by fermentation includes separation and
purification processes of fermentation products presents economic and feasibility
assessments of the various processes and their scaling up links biotechnology and
bioengineering for industrial process development bridging the gap between
laboratory observations and industrial practices this work presents detailed
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information on recombinant micro organisms and their applications in industry and
agriculture all recombinant microbes bacteria yeasts and fungi are covered the
surfactants are among the materials that have a significant importance in everyday
life of human the rapid growth in science and technology has opened new horizons
in a very wide range in which the surfactants play a major and vital role hence the
increasing number of applications as well as arising environmental issues has
made this relatively old topic still a hot research theme in the first section of this
book some of the applications of surfactants in various fields such as biology and
petroleum industry as well as their environmental effects are described in section
2 some experimental techniques used for characterization of the surfactants have
been discussed crop improvement through microbial biotechnology explains how
certain techniques can be used to manipulate plant growth and development
focusing on the cross kingdom transfer of genes to incorporate novel phenotypes
in plants including the utilization of microbes at every step from cloning and
characterization to the production of a genetically engineered plant this book
covers microbial biotechnology in sustainable agriculture aiming to improve crop
productivity under stress conditions it includes sections on genes encoding
avirulence factors of bacteria and fungi viral coat proteins of plant viruses
chitinase from fungi virulence factors from nematodes and mycoplasma
insecticidal toxins from bacillus thuringiensis and herbicide tolerance enzymes
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from bacteria introduces the principles of microbial biotechnology and its
application in crop improvement lists various new developments in enhancing
plant productivity and efficiency explains the mechanisms of plant microbial
interactions and the beneficial use of these interactions in crop improvement
explores various bacteria classes and their beneficial effects in plant growth and
efficiency cellulolytic enzyme production and enzymatic hydrolysis for second
generation bioethanol production by mingyu wang zhonghai li xu fang lushan wang
und yinbo qu bioethanol from lignocellulosic biomass by xin qing zhao li han zi
feng wu bai hai long lin xiao ming hao guo jun yue und nancy w y ho biodiesel from
conventional feedstocks by wei du und de hua liu establishing oleaginous
microalgae research models for consolidated bioprocessing of solar energy by
dongmei wang yandu lu he huang und jian xu biobutanol by hongjun dong wenwen
tao zongjie dai liejian yang fuyu gong yanping zhang und yin li branched chain
higher alcohols by bao wei wang ai qin shi ran tu xue li zhang qin hong wang und
feng wu bai advances in biogas technology by ai jie wang wen wei li und han qing
yu biohydrogen production from anaerobic fermentation by ai jie wang guang li
cao und wen zong liu microbial fuel cells in power generation and extended
applications by wen wei li and guo ping sheng fuels and chemicals from
hemicellulose sugars by xiao jun ji he huang zhi kui nie liang qu qing xu and
george t tsao antifungal metabolites of rhizobacteria for sustainable agriculture
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focuses on plant health in agro ecosystems of various economically important cash
and food crops with a concern to promote sustainable agriculture they have
emerged as a key organic tool for enhancing yields in a natural environment the
interactions between plants and phytopathogenic fungi are complex and survival
requires a development of resistance to plant diseases diversity of plant growth
promoting rhizobacteria pgpr diversity depends on the nature of root exudates and
soil conditions that affect their interaction with host plants novel strategies such as
applying bioactive natural products against the pathogenic fungus are required to
control disease sustainably various classes of secondary metabolites including
lipopeptides macrolides alkaloids terpenoids and phenolics from microorganisms
and plants strongly suppress fungal growth and can also be effective in controlling
plant diseases both in vitro and in vivo the modes of actions of some potential
antifungal secondary metabolites against pathogenic fungus are also discussed eco
friendly fungal species and their metabolites are excellent agents used for
regulating various fungal and bacterial phytopathogens and may have tremendous
potential for other applications and play a key role in enhancing plant tolerance to
stress antifungal metabolites of rhizobacteria for sustainable agriculture also
covers bovine based formulations used for sustainable production and nutritional
security through horticultural crops thereby addressing the problems associated
with malnutrition and under nutrition encountered by small and marginal farmers
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as well as by families facing resource constraints these techniques can also
improve breathable air drinkable water and consumable foods this book addresses
the need to mitigate the health problems of people via organic crop production and
to improve the socio economic status of farmers especially in developing countries
and to revitalize agricultural sustainability
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Molecular Characterization of Side-chain Cleaving Hemicellulases of Trichoderma
Reesei 1996 fungi are eukaryotic microorganisms that include both unicellular and
multicellular species they have a worldwide distribution and a wide range of
applications in diverse sectors from environmental food and medicine to
biotechnological innovations fungal biochemical genetics involves the study of the
relationships between genome proteome and metabolome and the underlying
molecular processes in both native and bioengineered fungi this book provides a
valuable resource on the challenges and potential of fungal biotechnology and
related bioengineering and functional diversity for various industrial applications
in the food environmental bioenergy and biorefining and the biopharma sectors in
comparison to previous and related publications in the area of applied myco
biotech engineering this book bridges a knowledge gap in the areas related to
prospects and investment as well as intellectual and technical issues this book also
provides information on recent commercial and economic interests in the area by
juxtaposing the developments achieved in recent worldwide research and its many
challenges
Characterization of the Cellulolytic Enzyme Systems of the Anaerobic Bacterium
CM126 and the Filamentous Fungus Trichoderma Reesei 1990 this book presents
an overview of the latest advances and developments in plant biotechnology the
respective chapters explore emerging areas of plant biotechnology such as rnai
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technology fermentation technology genetic engineering nanoparticles and their
applications climate resilient crops bio films bio plastic bio remediation flavonoids
antioxidants etc all chapters were written by respected experts and address the
latest developments in plant biotechnology that are of industrial importance
especially with regard to crop yields and post harvest strategies as such the book
offers a valuable guide for students educators and researchers in all disciplines of
the life sciences agricultural sciences medicine and biotechnology at universities
research institutions and biotechnology companies
The Cellulolytic Enzyme System of Trichoderma Reesei 1987 advances in
carbohydrate chemistry and biochemistry part of a long running serial that began
in 1945 provides critical and informative articles written by research specialists
that integrate the industrial analytical and technological aspects of biochemistry
organic chemistry and instrumentation methodology in the study of carbohydrates
each article provides a definitive interpretation of the current status and future
trends in carbohydrate chemistry and biochemistry features contributions from
leading authorities and industry experts who specialize in carbohydrate chemistry
biochemistry and research integrates the industrial analytical and technological
aspects of biochemistry organic chemistry and instrumentation methodology in the
study of carbohydrates informs and updates on all the latest developments in the
field
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Purification and Characterization of an Extracellular [Greek Letter Beta]-
glucosidase from Trichoderma Reesei QM 9414 1980 contributions from 80 world
renowned authorities representing a broad international background lend fungal
biotechnology in agricultural food and environmental applicationsfirst class
information on the biotechnological potential of entomopathogenic fungi and ergot
alkaloids applications of trichoderma in disease control and the development of
mycoherbicides additional topics include fungal control of nematodes control of
plant disease by arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi strategies for controlling vegetable
and fruit crops molecular biology tactics with mycotoxigenic fungi and the
development of biofungicides production of edible fungi fermented foods and high
value products like mycoprotein
Production, Partial Purification, and Characterization of Lipolytic Enzyme
from Trichoderma Koningii 1995 biocontrol and secondary metabolites
applications and immunization for plant growth and protection covers established
and updated research on emerging trends in plant defense signaling in and during
stress phases other topics cover growth at interface as a sustainable way of life
and the context of human welfare and conservation of fungi as a group of
organisms further the book explores induced systemic resistance using biocontrol
agents and or secondary metabolites as a milestone for sustainable agricultural
production thus providing opportunities for the minimization or elimination of the
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use of fungicides presents an overview on mechanisms by which plants protect
themselves against herbivory and pathogenic microbes identifies the use of
immunization as a popular and effective alternative to chemical pesticides explores
how these fungi help crop plants in better uptake of soil nutrients increase soil
fertility produce growth promoting substances and secrete metabolites that act as
bio pesticides
Highly Expressed Trichoderma Reesei Genes 1995 this book presents
advanced expression technologies for the production of protein complexes since
complexes lie at the heart of modern biology the expression purification and
characterization of large amounts of high quality protein complexes is crucial for
the fields of biomedicine biotechnology and structural biology from co expression
in e coli yeast mammalian and insect cells to complex reconstitution from
individual subunits this book offers useful insights and guidance for successful
protein expressionists across several sections readers will discover existing
opportunities for the production of protein complexes in bacterial systems
including membrane proteins and cell free co expression methylotrophic and non
methylotrophic yeasts protozoa leishmania terantolae and dictyostelium
discoideum baculovirus infected insect cells mammalian cells plants and algae
complex reconstitution from individually purified subunits or subcomplexes is
discussed as a complementary strategy a last section introduces briefly some of
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the biophysical and structural characterization techniques for macromolecular
complexes using state of the art solution scattering and nuclear magnetic
resonance this work is a guided tour over some of the most powerful and
successful protein expression technologies with a focus on co expression and high
throughput applications it is addressed to everyone interested in the production
and characterization of macromolecular complexes from university students who
want an accessible description of the major co expression systems to researchers
in biomedicine and the life sciences seeking for an up to date survey of available
technologies
Fungal Biotechnology and Bioengineering 2020-06-18 new and future
developments in microbial biotechnology and bioengineering microbes in soil crop
and environmental sustainability reviews the exploitation of microbial biodiversity
in soil with respect to nutrient use efficiency also discussing the improvement and
maintenance of certain physical and chemical conditions in soil that can provide
economic and environmental benefits toward agricultural sustainability the
utilization of microbes ranges from applications in biotechnology marginal land
restoration the formulation of microbial inoculants the enhancement of crop
productivity and the mitigation of global warming gases finally various uses for
microbial resources in crop disease management bioenergy production and income
based on microbial cultivation are explored highlights the developments and
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achievements of microbial resources and their role in the sustainable management
of soil fertility and agriculture productivity outlines the role of microbial resource
and biotechnology in sustainability to industry agriculture forest and management
of environment provides up to date information on the application of microbial
resources and the role of biotechnology to meet the ever increasing demand of
food soil and plant productivity management outlines enhancement in productivity
through interventions of microbial bio agents and eco friendly technology
Plant Biotechnology: Recent Advancements and Developments 2017-05-31
with the advent of recombinant dna technology expressing heterologous proteins
in microorganisms rapidly became the method of choice for their production at
laboratory and industrial scale bacteria yeasts and other hosts can be grown to
high biomass levels efficiently and inexpensively obtaining high yields of
recombinant proteins from this material was only feasible thanks to constant
research on microbial genetics and physiology that led to novel strains plasmids
and cultivation strategies despite the spectacular expansion of the field there is
still much room for progress improving the levels of expression and the solubility
of a recombinant protein can be quite challenging accumulation of the product in
the cell can lead to stress responses which affect cell growth buildup of insoluble
and biologically inactive aggregates inclusion bodies lowers the yield of production
this is particularly true for obtaining membrane proteins or high molecular weight
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and multi domain proteins also obtaining eukaryotic proteins in a prokaryotic
background for example plant or animal proteins in bacteria results in a product
that lack post translational modifications often required for functionality changing
to a eukaryotic host yeasts or filamentous fungi may not be a proper solution since
the pattern of sugar modifications is different than in higher eukaryotes still many
advances in the last couple of decades have provided to researchers a wide variety
of strategies to maximize the production of their recombinant protein of choice
everything starts with the careful selection of the host be it bacteria or yeast a
broad list of strains is available for overcoming codon use bias incorrect disulfide
bond formation protein toxicity and lack of post translational modifications also a
huge catalog of plasmids allows choosing for different fusion partners for
improving solubility protein secretion chaperone co expression antibiotic
resistance and promoter strength next controlling culture conditions like
temperature inducer and media composition can bolster recombinant protein
production with this research topic we aim to provide an encyclopedic account of
the existing approaches to the expression of recombinant proteins in
microorganisms highlight recent discoveries and analyze the future prospects of
this exciting and ever growing field
Advances in Carbohydrate Chemistry and Biochemistry 2015-11-24
investigations on various aspects of plant pathogen interactions have the ultimate
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aim of providing information that may be useful for the development of effective
crop disease management systems molecular techniques have accelerated the
formulation of short and long term strategies of disease management exclusion
and eradication of plant pathogens by rapid and precise detection and
identification of microbial pathogens in symptomatic and asymptomatic plants and
planting materials by employing molecular methods has been practiced extensively
by quarantines and certification programs with a decisive advantage identification
of sources of resistance genes cloning and characterization of desired resistance
genes and incorporation of resistance gene s into cultivars and transformation of
plants with selected gene s have been successfully performed by applying
appropriate molecular techniques induction of resistance in susceptible cultivars
by using biotic and abiotic inducers of resistance is a practical proposition for
several crops whose resistance levels could not be improved by breeding or
transformation procedures the risks of emergence of pathogen strains less
sensitive or resistant to chemicals have been reduced appreciably by rapid
identification of resistant strains and monitoring the occurrence of such strains in
different geographical locations
Fungal Biotechnology in Agricultural, Food, and Environmental Applications
2003-12-17 with contributions from more than 30 internationally renowned experts
this book combines coverage of theory with coverage of global practices
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highlighting the day to day challenges of organic crop management for cost
effective real world application the book explores the biological control of diseases
in 12 major crops it focuses on the use of host plant resistance through transgenics
and induced systemic resistance as a part of biological control topics covered
include the role of biocontrol agents for signalling resistance effective ecofriendly
alternative to combat bacterial fungal and viral infestation and transgenic crops in
disease management
Biocontrol Agents and Secondary Metabolites 2020-11-13 this volume provides an
enlightening and pragmatic approach to preserving biological diversity by
gathering a wide range of peer reviewed scientific content from biodiversity
researchers and conservators from around the world it brings comprehensive
knowledge and information on the present status of conservation of biological
diversity including floral faunal and microbial diversity a detailed account of recent
trends in conservation and applications under changing climate conditions
focusing mainly on agriculturally and industrially important microbes and their
sustainable utilization is presented as well over the past five decades extensive
research work has been done on many aspects of biodiversity conservation and
sustainable utilization of biological resources this book examines this crucial issue
chapters discuss biodiversity concepts benefits and values for economic and
sustainable development explores applications and strategies for biodiversity
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preservation and considers the role of biodiversity conservation in public
awareness services and cultural significance the volume also examines the process
of evolution and the future of biodiversity in conjunction with climate change
factors with special reference to infectious diseases
Advanced Technologies for Protein Complex Production and
Characterization 2016-05-10 organic crop production is the science and art of
growing field crops fruits vegetables and flowers by adopting the essential
principles of organic agriculture in soil building and conservation pest
management and heirloom variety conservation this book provides detailed
insights into organic farming in agriculture biological efficacy in the management
of plant diseases organic nutrient management socio economic dimensions of
adoption of conservation practices nonchemical weed control plant growth
promoting fungi for phytostimulation nanotechnological approaches and finally
vermicomposting the book primarily focuses on research and development based
organic agriculture and horticulture production technologies and has attempted to
abridge information on organic crop production of the major food grain crops the
book also contains comprehensive information on the various related dimensions of
organic crop production
Cumulated Index Medicus 2000 the handbook of fungal biotechnology offers the
newest developments from the frontiers of fungal biochemical and molecular
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processes and industrial and semi industrial applications of fungi this second
edition highlights the need for the integration of a number of scientific disciplines
and technologies in modern fungal biotechnology and reigns as
New and Future Developments in Microbial Biotechnology and Bioengineering
2019-07-18 from the author s preface this book is focused on the structure and
function relationships of the four major hydrolytic enzymes cellulases
cellobiohydrolases b glucosidases and xylanases as it relates to their mechanism of
action it should be of interest to biotechnologists and industrial researchers
interested in manipulating these enzymes to their full potential as catalysts for
various current and new applications it begins with an overview of the nature of
cellulose and heteroxylan followed by a description of the enzymes involved in its
hydrolysis their general structure characteristics and classification chapter 3
discusses how these various enzymes are integrated and associated for the
efficient solubilization of cellulose and heteroxylan this includes a review of the
literature concerning the cellulosomes and other cellulolytic complexes the
chapter on production and purification provides an overview of this subject matter
these first four chapters thus set the stage for the more comprehensive discussion
of the mechanism of action of each of the primary hydrolases which follows t he
data pertaining to the catalytic mechanism of both the retaining and inverting
forms of these enzymes since such studies were initiated on cellulases in 1954 is
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reviewed in chapter 5 the book concludes with an overview of the mode of action
of the enzymes and a discussion citing a few examples of how the modern methods
of molecular biology enzymology and x ray crystallography are being used to
manipulate selected enzymes for a variety of biotechnological and industrial
purposes the information in this new book will be of value to scientists and
researchers working in the areas of biochemistry botany crop science ecology
microbiology and mycology in addition to those in the forestry and forest product
industries
Recombinant protein expression in microbial systems 2014-10-02 this book
provides comprehensive coverage on current trends in marine omics of various
relevant topics such as genomics lipidomics proteomics foodomics transcriptomics
metabolomics nutrigenomics pharmacogenomics and toxicogenomics as related to
and applied to marine biotechnology molecular biology marine biology marine
microbiology environmental biotechnology environmental science aquaculture
pharmaceutical science and bioprocess engineering
Molecular Biology in Plant Pathogenesis and Disease Management: 2008-04-29
microbial mitigation of stress responses of food legumes provides knowledge on
the impact of abiotic and biotic stress on the agriculture of grain legumes
especially pulses and it critically reviews the cutting edge research in exploring
plant microbe interactions to mitigate the stress it helps in understanding the
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fundamentals of microbial mediated management of abiotic and biotic stress in
grain legumes salient features describes the usefulness of microbiome of plant
insects for enhancing the production of grain legumes focuses on recent advances
in microbial methods for mitigating the stress and their application in
sustainability of legume production provides a unique collection of microbial data
for the improvement of legume productivity details microbial metabolites at the
gene and molecule levels for plant stress management the reader will get all
essential and updated information on various stress factors crop responses and
microbial mediated stress management for better food legume production
Biological Control of Crop Diseases 2002-04-03 ten articles provide an
overview of the recently flowering research into the genetics and molecular
biology of fungus species that are economically significant in industry the
contributors from a variety of disciplines report on work in such areas as industrial
enzymes antibiotics toxins heter
Biodiversity and Conservation 2019-04-30 the book illustrates the use of
putative microbial agents which provide good protection to the plant from biotic
pathogens attack an up to date knowledge on plant microbiome interaction
strategies in terms of improved sustainability has been discussed information from
experts across the globe on the application of microbes for providing amicable
solution in sustainable agriculture has been gathered in addition information
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related to microbes mediated resistance levels leading to enhanced plant health
has been well presented the chapters have emphasised the use of plant growth
promoting rhizobacteria pgpr and other potential biocontrol agents antagonists in
the management of plant diseases which provide extensive information to the
readers literature on microbial root colonization plant growth promotions and also
on the protection of plants from attack of various soil borne pathogens have been
presented in a coherent way information on the application of potential strain of
the bio control fungi endophytes actinomycetes strengthening the plants ability
which rescue the plant from pathogens attack leading to improved plant health has
also been underpinned
Organic Agriculture 2020-12-02 this book is intended to provide both students and
researchers with a broad background to some of the fastest developing areas in
current applied mycology a range of contributions are given to highlight the
diverse nature of current applied mycology research the opening chapter of this
volume provides some examples of how mycology is often neglected and presents a
case for considering mycology as a megascience the subsequent chapters have
been loosely grouped into four sections in order to reflect the wider customers or
context of the particular mycological areas or activities in each section
contributions that show either new applications or developments of well
established technology or novel research into new technology or environments are
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included the section on environment agriculture and forestry is represented by
contributions that illustrate novel fungal associations or new aspects of well known
interactions the section on foods and medicine reflects the long history of applied
mycology in the manufacture of alcoholic beverages with two chapters devoted to
beer production and winery spoilage issues chapters in the section on
biotechnology and emerging science reflect some of the current interests in fungal
enzymes and their importance in broader environmental processes and
applications
Handbook of Fungal Biotechnology 2003-12-17 xylanolytic enzymes describes
the enzyme structure and its interaction with plant cell walls the properties and
production of different enzymes and their application and the knowledge gathered
on the hydrolysis mechanism of hemicellulose the knowledge gathered about the
hydrolysis mechanism of the hemicelluloses especially xylans has greatly promoted
the rapid application of these enzymes in new areas recently there has been much
industrial interest in xylan and its hydrolytic enzymatic complex as a supplement
and for the manufacturing of food drinks textiles pulps and paper and ethanol and
in xylitol production as a fermentation substrate for the production of enzymes this
book describes xylan as a major component of plant hemicelluloses presents a
thorough overview of all aspects of xylanolytic enzymes gives up to date
authoritative information and cites pertinent research includes studies on xylanase
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regulation and synergistic action between multiple forms of xylanase
Biodegradation of Cellulose 1996-08-27 cellulase is a key enzyme of industrial
interest and plays a crucial role in the hydrolysis of cellulose a prime component of
plant cell walls cellulase covers a broad area in the global market of industrially
important enzymes and it is considered as the third largest industrial enzyme
globally additionally cellulase contributes about 20 of the total enzyme market
globally because of its massive demand in various industries such as in biofuel
production pulp paper textile food and beverages as well as in detergent industries
among these the demand of cellulase may become frequently selected in the
commercial production of biofuels in the future and thus will further increase
demand of cellulase in the biofuel industry because biofuel production is still not
realized in a cost effective practical implementation due to its high cost the higher
cost of biofuels is due to higher production costs of enzymes there is a need to
introduce these types of approaches which will help to lower the cost of enzyme
production for developing overall economic biofuel production
Marine OMICS 2016-11-18 current status and future scope of microbial cellulases
not only explores the present and future of cellulase production it also compares
solid state fermentation ssf and submerged fermentation smf for cellulase
production chapters explore bioprocess engineering metabolic engineering and
genetic engineering approaches for enhanced cellulase production including the
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application of cellulase for biofuel production this important resource presents
current technical status and the future direction of advances in cellulase
production including application of cellulases in different sectors covers the
present industrial scenarios and future prospect of cellulase production describes
the molecular structure of cellulase explores genetic engineering metabolic
engineering and other approaches for improved cellulase production includes
different applications of cellulases including their application in the bioenergy
sector
Microbial Mitigation of Stress Response of Food Legumes 2020-03-31 white
biotechnology is industrial biotechnology dealing with various biotech products
through applications of microbes the main application of white biotechnology is
commercial production of various useful organic substances such as acetic acid
citric acid acetone glycerine etc and antibiotics like penicillin streptomycin
mitomycin etc and value added product through the use of microorganisms
especially fungi and bacteria the value added products included bioactive
compounds secondary metabolites pigments and industrially important enzymes
for potential applications in agriculture pharmaceuticals medicine and allied
sectors for human welfare in the 21st century techniques were developed to
harness fungi to protect human health through antibiotics antimicrobial
immunosuppressive agents value added products etc which led to industrial scale
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production of enzymes alkaloids detergents acids biosurfactants the first large
scale industrial applications of modern biotechnology have been made in the areas
of food and animal feed production agricultural green biotechnology and
pharmaceuticals medical red biotechnology in contrast the production of bio active
compounds through fermentation or enzymatic conversion is known industrial or
white biotechnology the beneficial fungal strains may play important role in
agriculture industry and the medical sectors the beneficial fungi play a
significance role in plant growth promotion and soil fertility using both direct
solubilization of phosphorus potassium and zinc production of indole acetic acid
gibberellic acid cytokinin and siderophores and indirect production of hydrolytic
enzymes siderophores ammonia hydrogen cyanides and antibiotics mechanisms of
plant growth promotion for sustainable agriculture the fungal strains and their
products enzymes bio active compounds and secondary metabolites are very useful
for industry the discovery of antibiotics is a milestone in the development of white
biotechnology since then white biotechnology has steadily developed and now
plays a key role in several industrial sectors providing both high valued
nutraceuticals and pharmaceutical products the fungal strains and bio active
compounds also play important role in the environmental cleaning this volume
covers the latest research developments related to value added products in white
biotechnology through fungi
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Molecular Industrial Mycology 2017-11-01 provides in depth coverage of lectins
and their interactions with micro organisms and demonstrates how lectins function
as probes for viral bacterial fungal and protozoal surfaces as well as for blood
group antigens
Plant Health Under Biotic Stress 2019-05-08 this book presents a detailed
account of different enzymes including pectinolytic and amylolytic systems
invertases cellulases and hemicellulases pectinases proteases laccases phytases
alpha glucuronidases mannanases lipases produced by different fungi it also deals
with many applications including the transesterification and biodiesel production
the text incorporates different approaches to diverse enzyme systems for a better
understanding of the substrates involved in catalysis as well as different processes
of enzyme production purification processes gene and metabolic regulations and
engineering of enzymes
Applied Mycology 2009-01-01 current developments in biotechnology and
bioengineering production isolation and purification of industrial products provides
extensive coverage of new developments state of the art technologies and potential
future trends focusing on industrial biotechnology and bioengineering practices for
the production of industrial products such as enzymes organic acids biopolymers
and biosurfactants and the processes for isolating and purifying them from a
production medium during the last few years the tools of molecular biology and
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genetic and metabolic engineering have rendered tremendous improvements in
the production of industrial products by fermentation structured by industrial
product classifications this book provides an overview of the current practice
status and future potential for the production of these agents along with reviews of
the industrial scenario relating to their production provides information on
industrial bioprocesses for the production of microbial products by fermentation
includes separation and purification processes of fermentation products presents
economic and feasibility assessments of the various processes and their scaling up
links biotechnology and bioengineering for industrial process development
Xylanolytic Enzymes 2014-02-03 bridging the gap between laboratory
observations and industrial practices this work presents detailed information on
recombinant micro organisms and their applications in industry and agriculture all
recombinant microbes bacteria yeasts and fungi are covered
Approaches to Enhance Industrial Production of Fungal Cellulases 2019-04-26 the
surfactants are among the materials that have a significant importance in everyday
life of human the rapid growth in science and technology has opened new horizons
in a very wide range in which the surfactants play a major and vital role hence the
increasing number of applications as well as arising environmental issues has
made this relatively old topic still a hot research theme in the first section of this
book some of the applications of surfactants in various fields such as biology and
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petroleum industry as well as their environmental effects are described in section
2 some experimental techniques used for characterization of the surfactants have
been discussed
Current Status and Future Scope of Microbial Cellulases 2021-04-01 crop
improvement through microbial biotechnology explains how certain techniques can
be used to manipulate plant growth and development focusing on the cross
kingdom transfer of genes to incorporate novel phenotypes in plants including the
utilization of microbes at every step from cloning and characterization to the
production of a genetically engineered plant this book covers microbial
biotechnology in sustainable agriculture aiming to improve crop productivity under
stress conditions it includes sections on genes encoding avirulence factors of
bacteria and fungi viral coat proteins of plant viruses chitinase from fungi
virulence factors from nematodes and mycoplasma insecticidal toxins from bacillus
thuringiensis and herbicide tolerance enzymes from bacteria introduces the
principles of microbial biotechnology and its application in crop improvement lists
various new developments in enhancing plant productivity and efficiency explains
the mechanisms of plant microbial interactions and the beneficial use of these
interactions in crop improvement explores various bacteria classes and their
beneficial effects in plant growth and efficiency
Recent Advancement in White Biotechnology Through Fungi 2019-04-24
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cellulolytic enzyme production and enzymatic hydrolysis for second generation
bioethanol production by mingyu wang zhonghai li xu fang lushan wang und yinbo
qu bioethanol from lignocellulosic biomass by xin qing zhao li han zi feng wu bai
hai long lin xiao ming hao guo jun yue und nancy w y ho biodiesel from
conventional feedstocks by wei du und de hua liu establishing oleaginous
microalgae research models for consolidated bioprocessing of solar energy by
dongmei wang yandu lu he huang und jian xu biobutanol by hongjun dong wenwen
tao zongjie dai liejian yang fuyu gong yanping zhang und yin li branched chain
higher alcohols by bao wei wang ai qin shi ran tu xue li zhang qin hong wang und
feng wu bai advances in biogas technology by ai jie wang wen wei li und han qing
yu biohydrogen production from anaerobic fermentation by ai jie wang guang li
cao und wen zong liu microbial fuel cells in power generation and extended
applications by wen wei li and guo ping sheng fuels and chemicals from
hemicellulose sugars by xiao jun ji he huang zhi kui nie liang qu qing xu and
george t tsao
Lectin-Microorganism Interactions 1994-02-08 antifungal metabolites of
rhizobacteria for sustainable agriculture focuses on plant health in agro
ecosystems of various economically important cash and food crops with a concern
to promote sustainable agriculture they have emerged as a key organic tool for
enhancing yields in a natural environment the interactions between plants and
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phytopathogenic fungi are complex and survival requires a development of
resistance to plant diseases diversity of plant growth promoting rhizobacteria pgpr
diversity depends on the nature of root exudates and soil conditions that affect
their interaction with host plants novel strategies such as applying bioactive
natural products against the pathogenic fungus are required to control disease
sustainably various classes of secondary metabolites including lipopeptides
macrolides alkaloids terpenoids and phenolics from microorganisms and plants
strongly suppress fungal growth and can also be effective in controlling plant
diseases both in vitro and in vivo the modes of actions of some potential antifungal
secondary metabolites against pathogenic fungus are also discussed eco friendly
fungal species and their metabolites are excellent agents used for regulating
various fungal and bacterial phytopathogens and may have tremendous potential
for other applications and play a key role in enhancing plant tolerance to stress
antifungal metabolites of rhizobacteria for sustainable agriculture also covers
bovine based formulations used for sustainable production and nutritional security
through horticultural crops thereby addressing the problems associated with
malnutrition and under nutrition encountered by small and marginal farmers as
well as by families facing resource constraints these techniques can also improve
breathable air drinkable water and consumable foods this book addresses the need
to mitigate the health problems of people via organic crop production and to
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improve the socio economic status of farmers especially in developing countries
and to revitalize agricultural sustainability
Fungal Enzymes 2013-07-22
Current Developments in Biotechnology and Bioengineering 2016-09-17
Recombinant Microbes for Industrial and Agricultural Applications
1993-12-14
Application and Characterization of Surfactants 2017-07-05
Solar Energy Update 1983
Bibliography, Production of Ethanol from Biomass 1984
New and Future Developments in Microbial Biotechnology and Bioengineering
2018-02-20
Biotechnology in China III: Biofuels and Bioenergy 2012-04-23
Antifungal Metabolites of Rhizobacteria for Sustainable Agriculture 2022-08-27
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